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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the stock market response to the Chernobyl accident.

It is found that electric utilities with nuclear capacity experienced a

negative abnormal return of 3.5 %, on average in the three days

following the accident. The magnitude appears greater for utilities with

larger nuclear exposure, both in terms of operating capacity and plants

under construction. The release of the Soviet report on August 18

resulted in an offsetting positive effect for nuclear utilities, but not

for those with capacity under construction.
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Introduction

In this paper we explore the effect of the Chernobyl nuclear

accident on the expected returns of nuclear electric utilities in

the United States. We use the accepted market model to analyze

the impact of the accident on stock prices in two periods: 1)

the period immediately following the announcement of the accident

on April 28, 1986; and 2) the period surrounding the release of

the Soviet report detailing the circumstances of the accident on

August 18, 1986. The study is in the spirit of the work on the

financial effects of the Three Mile Island nuclear accident by

Bowen, Castanias and Daley (1983) and Pulley and Hewlet (1985),

and confirms and extends Fields and Janjigian (1987). Our

technique is first to estimate the impact of the accident on each

utility in our sample, to test for individual and aggregate

effects for nuclear and non-nuclear firms, then to explain

differences in effects across firms using what we know about the

regulatory environment of nuclear utilities. We find that

nuclear utility stock prices were negatively affected by the

accident, and the magnitude of the effect is related to the

nuclear "exposure" of the utility. The release of the report had

a positive effect, partially offsetting the initial impact. We

also discuss the expected effect on nuclear liability and safety

regulation and the government response to the accident.

I. The Accident

In the early hours of Saturday, April 26, 1986, Reactor No.
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4 at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in the Soviet Union

exploded, and several tons of radioactive material mere released

into the atmosphere. The explosion sent up a three mile high

radioactive plume hailing the worst recorded nuclear accident in

history. Radiation detectors in neighboring countries-gave the

first indication, during the weekend, that something had gone

wrong within the Soviet Union. On Monday the Soviet Union

acknowledged the disaster, and the news reached the U. S. press

late that afternoon. On Tuesday, all major news agencies carried

stories of the accident, but not until Wednesday was it given

headline status. As the seriousness of the accident became

apparent, there was also a good deal of speculation that the

regulation of nuclear utilities would be tightened.

Although it was recognized that the accident might have

serious implications for the future profitability of U.S.

utilities, other information lessened its perceived impact. An

article in the Wall Street Journal discussed the differences in

design-between-reactors in the two countries. The Soviet RBMK-

1000 reactor was graphite-moderated and water-cooled. Only one

commercial reactor in this country uses a graphite moderator--the

Fort St- Vrain plant in Plattsville, Colorado, owned by Public

Service Co. of Colorado—and it hasa helium. coolant, believed to

pose much less risk for fire than the water-cooled Soviet plant.

A New York Vine* report also stressed design difference., noting

that VS plants, "unlike the Soviet reactor in tha accident, have

steel and concrete containment structures designed to_prevent the
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escape of radiation." (New York Times, April 30, p. Al) As the

nature of the accident gradually became known, the Dow Jones

Average for Utility Stocks fell from 186.6 on Monday morning to

179.6 at Wednesday's close - a total of 3.75 percent.'

Speculation about the cause of the explosion and the

severity of the damage continued through the summer.' It wasn't

until August 18 that a translation of a Soviet report was

released explaining in detail the events that caused the accident

and the damage that resulted. The report revealed the

significant contribution of the design characteristics to the

severity of the accident, characteristics which differ from US

designed reactors. The predominant cause of the accident was

described as operator error during a test when many safety

systems were disconnected or overridden. This report, coupled

with news coverage highlighting the significant differences in

safety requirements of the two countries, seemed to calm U.S.

investor fears. The good news sent the Utility Stock Average up

by 1.57 percent over the period August 15 - 19 surrounding the

release of the report.

Arguably, the Chernobyl accident altered expectations about

both the likelihood and magnitude of a serious nuclear accident,

by providing an unprecedented example. On the other hand, plant

safety regulation and construction standards in the U.S. are very

different from their Soviet counterparts. In addition, the

aggregate liability of nuclear utilities in the U.S. for damages

resulting from a serious accident is limited, by the Price-
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Anderson Act of 1957 and its subsequent-amendments, to $660

million per accident. Both safety regulation and the liability

limit would tend to lessen the effect of the accident on investor

evaluations of nuclear utilities.

However, by chance, the reform of both -nuclear plant

licensing regulation and the Price-Anderson Act were subjects of

Congressional inquiry at the time of the accident. Nuclear

utilities in the U.S. were immediately affected by the mix of

perceptions that resulted from the accident and its interaction

with existing and expected regulation.

Substantial differences in design and safety standards

between Soviet-and US plants were highlighted by the report

released in August. This information may have completely offset

the negative impact of Chernobyl on the perceived probability of

an accident. The accident may have had a lasting impact on

expected regulation, however.

In this paper we analyze the effect of the accident at the

Chernobyl nuclear plant-on the perceptions of U.S. utility

investors, and examine the regulatory response to concerns raised

by the accident. Using data on the rates of retura toslectric

utility fires with and without nuclear generating capacity, we

obtain-estimates-of-the changes in investor perceptions about the

risk of a-nuclearaccident and about the cost associated with

expected changes in regulation.. According to -me efficient

markets hypothesis, all new information about the expected cash

flows and risk characteristics of a firm is immediately
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incorporated into the stock price, affecting the return on the

stock and its beta. Under Ow Maintained hypothesis of efficient

financial markets, we analyze the changes in returns resulting

from the accident and from the release of the Soviet report. We

then discuss the actual legislative response to the new

information provided by Chernobyl.

II. Regulatory Environment

At least two categories of utility regulation are important

for predicting the impact of the Chernobyl accident: the limit

on liability for an accident, and safety and licensing

regulation. In 1957 Congress passed the Price-Anderson Act which

constructed a two-tier liability system for nuclear utilities.

The first layer was private insurance provided by a group of

insurance firms, equal at the time to $60 million, the maximum

the insurers were willing to provide. If an accident exceeded

$60 million in damages, the second tier would come into play. It

limited the aggregate liability of nuclear utilities for a single

accident to $560 million - the $60 million plus $500 million

initially provided by the government.

The 1975 extending legislation provided that large nuclear

accidents would be covered, not by government insurance, but by a

pool of all owners of nuclear facilities. Premiums would be

assessed retrospectively in the event of a large accident, and

would equally divide the cost of an accident among all operating

nuclear plants up to the ceiling amount of $5 million per nuclear
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unit. The cost to each unit would be bile same, regardless of the

"riskiness` of the plant. Damages in excess of $60 million plus

$5 million times the number of nuclear units then operating could

only be handled by a special legislative provision of the federal

government. In return for the liability ceiling, the industry

agreed to a waiver of defenses. Thus legal proceedings designed

to determine liability for an accident would be eliminated, and

claims could be processed quickly. (See Wood (1982) or Dubin and

Rothwell (1987) for studies of the incentive effects of Price-

Anderson.)

Subsequent amendments to the act have raised the limit to

$660 million -- $160 in private insurance-plus the pool of at

most $500 million, $5 million per operating plant (the 100th

plant was licensed in 1986). The most recent amended limits to

the Act expired in August, 1987. Although commercial plants that

were already licensed or that held a construction permit before

the expiration date are grandfathered under the old limits,

government plants and new commercial plant construction are no

longer covered. Congress has been unsuccessful so far in its

attempts to renew or revise the limits.

In • addition to liability limits, the Nuclear-Regulatory

Commission . regulates the- safety -of nuclear plants and controls

their operation through licensing and construction requirements.

The–	Lion of nuclear- utilities is complex and, involves every

stage of the-design, construction sad operation of- the plants.

Reform of the licensing stage of regulation was under
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consideration at the time of the accident. Planning for the

evacuation of the area surrounding nuclear utilities in the event

of an accident was of particular concern. Both liability and

licensing regulation are discussed in more detail below.

III. Chernobyl and share prices

Financial theory tells us that the value of a firm is the

discounted present value of the expected cash flows or profit

stream. The discount rate depends on the beta, the correlation

of those cash flows with the market portfolio (or the overall

level of business activity). High cash flows and a low

correlation with the market affect the value of the firm

positively. (See, for example, Sherman (1974), Chapter 7.)

The financial impact of the Chernobyl accident can be

analyzed in terms of its effect on these components. An

increased probability of a serious accident, tighter regulation

or more strict licensing requirements should negatively affect

expected cash flows. If investor expectations are so affected by

the accident, the firm's share price should experience a negative

capitalization proportional to the additional expected cost.

Firms will see negative abnormal (market adjusted) returns during

this period, and the effect will differ across firms, depending

on the nuclear "exposure" of the firm.

Because of uncertainty about future regulation, the accident

may also increase the expected variability of returns. Higher

variability nay affect cash flows through, say, an increase in
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the cost of insurance, but as accidents do not tend to be

systematically correlated with Other business risk, it should not

affect the stock betas. We assume betas are constant in the

analysis that follows, and that capitalizations resulting from

the accident are due solely to the impact on expected cash

flows.* This can be decomposed into the change in expected cost

of an accident, and the change in regulatory cost. Each is

discussed in turn.

111.1 Cost of an Accident

Consider the single period expected cost of an accident at a

nuclear utility. Prior to the Chernobyl accident, investors

assigned probabilities to accidents of different sizes, and these

expectations were incorporated into the stock price -- the

collective perception of shareholders about the value of the

firm. For simplicity, suppose that there are only two possible

types of accidents, small and large. The expected cost of an

accident consists of the probability of a small accident times

its cost plus the probability of a large accident times its cost.

The Chernobyl accident is likely to have affected both the

subjective probability of a- large accident and its cast, leaving

perceptions about small accidents unaffected..

The cost of a large accident includes both- the firm's lams-

of plant--the direct destruction of sharsholdersamath. from loss

of the reactor itself--and liability-related costs. Both would

depend on the number and size of plants owned by a firm as well
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as the risk characteristics of the plant, such as location,

design, etc., and could differ considerably across utilities.

The plant-loss portion of the change in expected cash flows

depends on the revised probability of an accident and the value

of nuclear generating assets. Chernobyl may have affected both

the extent of destruction investors expect a major accident to

cause, and the likelihood of its occurance.

If liability is limited, as under Price-Anderson, to an

amount L times the number of operating plants N, the change in

the expected cash flows due to the liability costs alone would be

the revised probability times L*N, and is proportional to the

number of plants owned. Since the liability is shared equally,

the probability is of an accident anywhere among the members of

the insurance pool, and should be equal across utilities. If

investors expect a new liability limit to come into effect as a

result of the accident, the change will be greater, but is still

proportional to the number of operating plants.

If investors do not believe the liability limit will stay in

effect, the impact on cash flows may depend on the amount of

nuclear assets, as well as location and design of the plants.

Finally, if investors do not know the extent of nuclear plant

ownership, but are aware only of substantial owners of nuclear

facilities, the impact on expected cash flows may be constant

across all firms for whom investors are aware of significant

nuclear involvement.
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111 ::2 Regulatory-Risk

The remaining effect on expected cash flows arises from the

impact of the accident on expectations about licensing and safety

regulation. While the Chernobyl accident may not have told

investors much about the probability of an accident, it may have

revealed new information about the cost and difficulty of

evacuation of large populations. While the subsequent report may

have eased fears about the likelihood of an accident, it probably

did little to offset expectations about increasingly strict

regulation of evacuation plans, something which has been and

continues to be a major regulatory issue, particularly for

unlicensed plants.

Changes in expectations about safety regulation in response

to the accident should affect all nuclear utilities, and the

effect should depend on the size of the nuclear assets, the

inherent riskiness of the plants and the expected cost to the

firm of regulation to improve safety.

Because licensing regulation was under consideration at the

time of the accident, investors may have expected an immediate

tightening of licensing requirements or tighter enforcement of

existing statutes. Utilities with as yet unlicensed facilities

are likely to have been affected the most by this increase. This

expected cost will depend os the value of. unlicensed nuclear

aisseta at the rim.

The August report sonl&rmalammeroffset the effect of the

Chernobyl accident on the licensing-aspect of regulatory
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expectations, largely because of the importance of evacuation

plans for these new plants.

In sum, we look for relationships between the size of the

capitalization and the number and size of operating plants and

the size of new plants. Because investors may not be aware of

particular characteristics of plants or of the relative magnitude

of nuclear involvement, but only whether or not the firm has any

operating or new nuclear facilities, we also test for the effect

of classifications of firms alone.

IV. Stock Return Data and Estimation

IV.1 Data

We estimate the impact of the Chernobyl accident on a sample

of firms consisting of all electric utilities listed on the CRSP

tapes whose generating operations are located in the US. There

are 96 firms in all, 55 with nuclear plants which were operating

at the time of the accident or scheduled to begin operating in

1986. Of the remaining 41, four had plants at varying stages of

construction, expected to become operational after 1986. Thirty-

seven had no nuclear involvement. Nearly all operating

commercial nuclear units are covered in our sample; one firm

(Centerior) was eliminated because of a major reorganization

that took place on April 29, 1986.

Two periods are analyzed: 1) April 28, 29 and 30, the

accident announcement period; and 2) August 15, 18, and 19, the

period surrounding the release of the Soviet report. We choose a
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three day period in April because, although the accident was

completely unanticipated, the nmwm of what had occurred arrived

slowly. The accident-was more or Yews rumored on Monday, the

28th; significant information_ was available on Tuesday; and by

Me4steadaY the nature of the aceident was fairly clear. We also

choose a three day period for the report announcement. News of

the report may have leaked on Friday the 15th; on Monday the

report was released; and on Tuesday a full account of the report

was carried by the New York Times.

We collected daily data using the CRSP tapes on stock

returns of the 96 firms from 110 days prior to the accident to

150 days after, including the report announcement period, for a

total of 261 observations per firm. Data on nuclear ownership

were collected from several government publications and industry

periodicals.5

IV.2 Estimation

The most common method for analyzing the effects of

unanticipated events is the analysis of residuals from security

returns regression models such as the "market model" or CAPM.

ASee•Schwert, 1,181, for a discussion of this methodology.1 We

estimate the-excess=-returns associated with the Chernobyl

accident and-the release of the Soviet report on the accident

using an alternative:method-, llellAerns Seemingly Unrelated
tegrassiom *BURY,. which is a sinultansoua estimation technique.

The use of SUR in event studies was pioneered by Schipper and
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Thompson (1983). • SUR offers several advantages over the

traditional "event study" technique arising from the fact that it

incorporates cross-firm information in the estimation. In the

traditional technique it is assumed that excess returns are

independent across time and across firms. For events that occur

at the same time for all firms, particularly if the firms are in

the same industry, this assumption is clearly violated. Strong

contemporaneous correlation across firms biases the hypothesis

tests usually performed in the analysis.

If all equations in the system contain the same explanatory

variables, the SUR coefficient estimates and standard errors will

be identical to OLS estimates. The main advantage of the

technique is then in hypotheses testing. Simultaneous estimation

facilitates tests of cross-equation relationships, and uses the

appropriate full system variance-covariance matrix in testing for

significance.►

We estimate a system of 96 equations, one for each firm, of

the following form:

3	 3
Ra	 + PI Rat + I 6i.Da + I Tt r Dr + ea t	 i=1,...,96

a=1	 r=1

where:

Rat = the observed return on the common stock of firm i at
time t

at, 01 = market model parameters

Rat .0 the return on the value weighted market portfolio of
all NYSE stocks

D. = dummy variables equal to 1 on each of the days of the
accident announcement period (April 28, 29, 30)
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Dr = dummy variables equal to 1 on each of the days of-the
Soviet report announcement period (August 15, 18, 19)

6i.,Tir =. coefficients representing the effects of the
announcements.

eit - residual, assumed normal, iid for a given firm across
time (serially independent, and independent of the rhs
variables)

These 96 equations are "stacked" and estimated jointly. Notice

that the estimated coefficients for the effects of the accident

and the report can differ across firms.

V. Results

V.1. Estimates of the Effect of the Chernobyl Accident

The initial estimates of the parameters are shown in Table

lA for utilities with operating nuclear units and Table 1B for

utilities without operating nuclear units. The company name and

number are shown in the first column, followed by the beta.

Estimates of the betas are statistically significant at at least

the .1 level for all except one utility. The average betas are

.628 for nuclear utilities and .543 for non-nuclear, and are

within the range of previous studies. • The next three columns

contain the estimated announcement effects for April 28, 29 and

30, followed by the sum over the three days, the aggregate effect

of the accident announcement. The last four columns contain

estimates for August 15,- 18 and 12, followed by a sun of the

three daily effects.

Of the 55 nuclear utilities, 27 (or 49 percent) report
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statistically significant negative effects for at least one day

of the accident period - 6 firms on April 28, 18 on April 29, and

10 on April 30. Nineteen show a statistically significant sum.

Of the 41 utilities classified as non-nuclear, 5 (or 15 percent)

report significant negative effects - 1 firm on April 28, 2 on

April 29, and 3 on April 30 - and one a significant positive

effect (firm 42). Four show a statistically significant sum.

The average three-day return across firms for the accident period

is -0.0350 for nuclear utilities; -.0095 for non-nuclear.

In the report announcement period, 18 (or 33 percent) of the

nuclear utilities report significant positive effects on at least

one day. Eleven show a positive aggregate effect. Nine (or 22

percent) of the non-nuclear utilities had significant returns on

one or more days, and one of these was negative (firm 45). Three

show a significant positive sum. The average three-day return

across firms for the report announcement period is 0.0209 for

nuclear utilities and 0.0037 for non-nuclear. From this there

appears to be a much stronger impact of the accident and the

subsequent report on nuclear utilities. These and additional

hypothesis tests are summarized in Table 2.

The traditional event study tests the statistical

significance of sums (or means) of effects across firms. This is

equivalent to testing the sums of coefficients bia and Tir on the

dummy variables Da and Dr across firms, since the coefficient on

each event dummy is the abnormal return for that trading day.

Part 2 of Table 2 contains the results of cross-equation tests of
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these parameters. i+-tests are reported for each day of both teat

periods, and for the aggregate effect in each period, for both

nuclear and non-nuclear firms.

For the accident period, we can reject the null hypothesis

that the sum of effects across nuclear firms is zero for each day

(April 28, 29, and 30) at (at least) the .1 level of

significance, and for the aggregate effect at .0001. Clearly the

negative capitalization was significant for these firms taken

together. However, non-nuclear utilities do not show a

significant sum for any day or for the entire period.

There is weaker evidence of an effect in the period in which

the Soviet report was announced. For nuclear firms, we can

reject the null hypothesis of zero effect for only one day

(August 19, the day following the release of the report), and for

the three-day period at only the .016 significance level. For

non-nuclear firms, again, there is no evidence of an effect for

the firms taken together, for any single day or in total.

Part 3 of Table 2 contains tests of the hypothesis that the

effects are the same across firms. We can easily reject this

hypothesis, even when firms are separated into nuclear and non-

nuclear.

V.2. Why are the Effects Different?

To explore the sources of the inequality of the effects

across firms, we perform regression analysis, using for each firm

the aggregate effect of the accident and of the report as the
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dependent variables. The model we use is based on the discussion

in section III:

Accident (or Report) = al + as*Liability + a3*NukMW +

a4 *NukDum + ft*NewMW + as *NewDum + e

The variables are defined as follows:•

Accident: sum of the abnormal returns for April 28, 29 and 30,
the period following the accident at Chernobyl.

Report: sum of the abnormal returns for August 15, 18 and 19,
the period surrounding the release of the Soviet report.

Liability: (number of nuclear firms owned * $165 million)/equity
(Firm equity was calculated as shares of common equity
outstanding as of April 1, 1986 multiplied by the closing
share price on April 1.) This is expected to carry a
negative sign capturing the increase in the expected
likelihood of a large nuclear accident with limited
liability.

NukMW: (megawatts of nuclear capacity)/equity. This is also
expected to carry a negative sign, capturing the expected
additional cost of destruction of assets due to an accident
and of more stringent expected safety regulation.

NukDum: a dummy variable equal to 1 if the utility owns nuclear
assets. Could capture an imperfect assessment by investors
of either of the above, due to imperfect information.

NewMW: (megawatts of nuclear capacity under
construction)/equity. Expected to carry a negative sign,
reflecting additional expected licensing costs.

NewDum: a dummy variable equal to 1 if the utility has nuclear
capacity under construction. An alternative specification
to capture licensing costs.

e: residual, assumed normal, mean 0, constant variance.

Ordinary Least Squares regression results are shown in Table

3. 1 * In the equations with Accident as the dependent variable,

the intercept is negative and statistically significant at .05 or

better. In equation 1, which includes all the variables
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discussed above, all variables have the expected sign; however,

only NukDum and NewMW are statistically significant (both at

better than .01). The number of plants owned (which determines

Liability) and the size of nuclear assets (NukMW) are

insignificant. NewDum is significant only at .17.

Unfortunately, Liability, NukMW and NukDum are so highly

collinear, with correlation coefficients of between .72 and .94,

that the effects cannot be separated. Similarly, NewMW and

NewDum have a correlation coefficient of .73. Equation 2 is

specified with only the two dummy variables, and both again carry

the expected sign. The effect of new capacity is larger in

magnitude and somewhat more significant than operating capacity,

and both are significant at .001. For utilities with capacity

under construction as well as operating nuclear assets, the

effects are compounded. The fit for this equation is nearly as

good as for equation 1; this provides some evidence that investor

knowledge of the precise ownership of utilities is imperfect.

Equations 3 and 4 contain estimates for the same

specifications using the impact of the release of the Soviet

report as the dependent variable. In equation 3, only NukDum is

statistically significant, with the expected positive sign. In

magnitude, it appears to offset about two-thirds of the initial

impact of the accident. There is no similar offsetting positive

effect for new capacity. The same pattern is evident in equation

4, except that the effect of the accident appears to be fully

offset by the information contained in the report for firms with
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operating nuclear capacity.

These results support aux hypotheses that the magnitude of

the effect of the accident depends on nuclear exposure. There is

evidence that nuclear ownership and nuclear capacity under

construction, per se, are more important than the precise size or

liability involved. The effect of the accident does not appear

to be related to liability, at least not in any detectible way.

Investors seem to distinguish only whether a utility has nuclear

capacity, and whether it has capacity under construction.

However, it does appear that Chernobyl had a significant, lasting

effect on expectations about the future cash flows for as yet

unlicensed nuclear facilities. This is probably related to the

additional information and increased concern about evacuation

plans in the event of an accident, and their likely impact on the

ultimate cost of obtaining operation licenses for these plants.

VII. Regulatory Response

Two major pieces of nuclear legislation were being

considered in Congress at the time of the Chernobyl accident:

the renewal of the Price-Anderson Act, and a reform of nuclear

licensing procedures. Delays following the accident ultimately

prevented any legislation on either subject from being passed in

that session.

Before the accident, it was reasonable to assume that both

houses of Congress would enact legislation reauthorizing the

Price-Anderson Act during the 99th session, though with an
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increase in the liability cap. The House committees supported

Price-Anderson legislation carrying a liability cap of between

$2.4 and $8.2 billion, compared with the current level of $660

million, per accident. Just before the accident, industry

lobbyists had actively sought the lower limit. On April 30, the

House committee delayed its expected vote to lower the limit. A

member of the committee said in explanation of the delay, "This

industry ... is living in a different world than a week ago."

(Engineering News Record, May 8, 1986, p. 12). It was speculated

that because of the disaster, industry supporters in Congress

would vote against the lower limit for fear of what their

constituents would think. The House finally approved legislation

with a liability cap of $6.5 billion, but not until August.

The Senate had similar pending legislation, but was very

divided as to the liability limit. The Energy subcommittee

submitted a low $2.2 billion cap, while the Environment and

Public Works Committee supported a $10 billion cap. The trade

press published speculative reports that Chernobyl may have

foreclosed the Price-Anderson debate for the year, and they were

correct. The Senate and House failed to reach a consensus on the

liability limit or on licensing reform by the end of the session.

Pending licensing reform legislation also met with delays as

Senator Markey of Massachusetts, an opponent of nuclear energy,

(Subcommittee on Energy Conservation and Power of the House

Committee on Energy and Commerce) used the accident to call for

more public testimony on the issue, delaying a markup session.
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Prior to the accident, the Subcommittee was on the verge of

consolidation of three competing bills to go forward with a

consensus proposal for full licensing reform. The proposed

legislation was aimed at one-step licensing, in which the

construction and operating permits would be granted at the same

time, and at design standardization concepts. "Washington

sources" were quoted to say that the Chernobyl accident had given

Markey a great deal of ammunition, and that this essentially

foreclosed any nuclear legislation for the 99th Congress.

It seems clear that the accident increased uncertainty about

both types of regulation. However, delay was predictable almost

immediately, and can be seen as the only reasonable compromise

strategy at the time. The tentative compromise reached with the

industry over the liability limit was unsustainable in the face

of the accident. Talk of higher liability led industry lobbyists

to delay, preferring to operate under the grandfathered

provisions of the old Act to a new, excessively strict ceiling.

Fears of stricter licensing regulation, particularly involving

evacuation plans in the event of an accident, also led the

industry to delay. The industry preferred to wait until

Chernobyl was less vivid in legislators' memories. This, in

turn, made it easier for legislators to delay their decision.

The Price-Anderson amendments expired in August, 1987,

without fanfare. As of this writing, Congress has still not

passed extending legislation for Price-Anderson, though there are

bills before both houses. The Senate bill calls for a $6.8
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billion liability cap, and the House bill calls for a $7.02

billion cap, both of which are considerably higher than the level

the industry had hoped for. No action has been taken on

licensing reform.

VIII. Conclusions

The Chernobyl accident resulted in a negative (market

adjusted) return for electric utilities with nuclear capacity.

This return averaged 3.5 percent over 3 days following the

accident. The magnitude appears to be greater for utilities with

larger nuclear exposure, both in term of operating capacity and

plants under construction. Utilities with as yet unlicensed

capacity under construction also experienced a larger negative

return, equal on average to 2.8 percent more than other nuclear

utilities. The release of the Soviet report resulted in an

offsetting positive effect for utilities with operating nuclear

capacity, but not for those with capacity under construction.

These results are consistent with the notion that the

accident altered investor perceptions about regulatory cost.

Subsequent legislative inaction has borne out expectations of

tighter, more costly regulation. Licensing reform has been

abandoned, and Price-Anderson limits, if reenacted, promise to be

higher than was expected prior to the accident. Both aspects of

regulation should have a greater impact on new, unlicensed

nuclear capacity.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and INSEAD, respectively. The
authors thank Cathleen Long, Paul de Woutett and David Allen for
research assistance, and B. Craig, A. Fields, V. Janjigian, J.
Johnson, R. Lamy, D. Orr, L. Pulley, R. Sherman, and W. Wood for
their help and comments. We also thank Joseph Schuh and Krishna
Hegde, the discussants for this paper on the conference program,
for their helpful criticism. We are especially grateful to
Michael Crew for his encouragement, and for his guidance in
shaping the final draft.

2. The Utility Average includes stocks of fifteen firms and
weights nuclear firms rather heavily. Nine of the fifteen
operated nuclear plants at the time of the accident, and two
additional firms had plants under construction.

3. Edwards (1987) provides a careful description of the long-term
physical and social effects of the disaster in the Soviet Union.

4. We discuss the effects of the accident on volatility and
correlation with the market in more detail in another paper
(Eckel and Vermaelen, 1988).

5. These include: Energy Information Administration (1987),
Moody's Public Utility Manual (1987), and Nuclear News (1986)
world list of nuclear power plants.

6. Smirlock and Kaufold (1987), a recent study of the effect of
the Mexican default on U.S. banks, also illustrates the use of
this technique in event studies. Although SUR has some clear
advantages over the more traditional method, its adoption has
been slow.

7. There is some evidence that the usual F test used to test
cross-equation restrictions is somewhat biased in SUR,
particularly for small samples, though the bias is much less
serious than the assumption of independence. Schipper and
Thompson (1985) and Binder (1985) suggest statistics whose exact
distributions are known for hypothesis testing in these systems.
We plan future tests of this nature.

8. See, for example, Berk (1981), p. 155, who reports betas of
.63-.84 for large utilities; Neill, et al., (1986) report average
betas of .53 for all utilities.

9. We use measures of exposure relative to equity, measured as
the stock price times shares outstanding on April 1. Because our
dependent variable is a return, this is a more appropriate
specification than raw exposure measures alone.
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10. The equations were also estimated with two additional
variables: the debt/equity ratio, measured as [1 - (common
equity/total capitalization)); and a variable measuring the
restrictiveness of the regulatory environment. Neither had a
statistically significant coefficient in any specification; their
inclusion did not effect the signs, magnitudes or significance of
the other coefficients. The results are not reported here, but
are available from the authors on request.



TABLE IA: PARAMETER ESTIMATES, NUCLEAR UTILITIES

AUG15	 40618
-0.0023	 0.0068
-0.0035	 -0.0061
-0.0112	 -0.0022
0.0098	 0.0213
0.0328 8	 0.0058

AUG19	 SUM(AU6)COMPANY NAME	 FIRM
AZP Grou p , Inc.
American Electric Power	 3
Atlantic Cit y Elect.
Baltimore OE
	

5
Boston Edison
Carolina P&L	 8
Central Hudson G&E	 10
Central Maine Power	 12
Central Vermont PSC
	

13
Commonwealth Edison	 16
Commonwealth Energy Sys. 17
Consolidated Edison	 18
Consumers Power Corp	 19
Delmarva P&L
	

21
Dominion Resources 	 23
Duke Power	 2l
Du quesne Light
	

25
Eastern Utilities Assoc	 26
FPL Group, Inc.	 28
Florida Progress corgi 	 30
General Pub Ut. (TM)

	
31

Green Mountain Power Coro 32
Gulf States	 33
IE Industries I	 36
Illinois Power Co	 38
lova Ill 6&E	 40
Kansas Cit y P&L	 11
Kansas G&E	 44
Long Island Light	 46
Maine Pub Svc Co	 49
Middle South Utilities	 50
New England Elec Sys	 55
New York St EN
	

56
liagara Mohawk
	

58
rortheest Utils	 59
lorthern State Power	 61
Ohio Edison	 62
Pacific G&E
	

65
Pennsylvania PK	 67
Philadelphia Elect.	 68
Portland General Elect. 	 69
Public Ser Co Colorado	 71
Public Ser Co New Mao 73
Public Ser Co New Mexico 74
Public Ser Enterprise Grp 75
Rochester GtE	 77
San Diego GtE	 76
SCAMA Coro	 es
Southern California Ed. 82
Southern Company	 83
Union Electric	 90
United Illua Co 91
Wisconsin Electric Power 9l
Wisconsin Power i Light 95
Wisconsin Public Ser.	 96

BETA
0.5708 +
1.0720 +
0.5734 +
1.0709 +
0.2833 +
0.6425 +
0.4536 +
0.5961 +
0.1791 '
0.6628 +
0.4818 +
0.8483 +
0.6469 1
0.4003 +
0.6598 +
0.7906 +
0.3065 *
0.4941 +
0.8268 +
0.5428 +
0.6663 +
0.2032 '
0.6780 4
0.6906 +
0.5835 +
0.4374 +
0.5507 +
0.3893 1
0.8016 +
0.3260 1
0.870 +
0.7384 +
0.5496 +
1.0161 +
0.7896 +
0.9597 +
0.6230 4
0.8643 +
0.5186 +
0.715$ +
0.6872 +
0.6051 +
0.7459 +
0.5594 +
0.8337 +
0.4923 +
0.5864 +
0.4591 +
1.0315 +
1.0135 +
0.6608 +
0.4439 +
0.4985 +
0.5002+
0.3963 +

APR28
-0.0418 +
-0.0078
-0.0098
0.0007

-0.0113
-0.0064
-0.0093
0.0113

-0.0120
-0.0099
-0.0094
-0.0059
-0.0332
-0.0059
-0.0060
-0.0088
-0.0000
-0.0362
-0.0065
-0.0128
-0.002B
-0.0077
-0.0303
-0.0025
-0.0344 1
-0.0117
-0.0023
-0.0030
-0.0138
-0.0201
-0.0120
-0.0027
-0.0182
-0.0285 *
-0.0031
-0.0092
-0.0091
0.0084
0.0052

-0.0170
-0.0032
-0.0318 *
-0.0141
-0.0456
-0.0166
-0.0157
-0.0065
-0.0216 '
0.0007

-0.0135
-0.0083
0.0158

-0.0027
-0.00'22
-0.0101

APR29	 APR30

	

-0.0139	 -0.0157

	

-0.0084	 -0.0082
-0.0237 ' -0.0371

	

-0.0032	 0.0021
-0.0177 a -0.0179

	

-0.0059	 -0.0114
-0.0263 2 -0.0230

	

-0.0165	 0.0029

	

-0.0099	 0.0021

	

-0.0514 +	 0.0079

	

-0.0069	 0.0009

	

-0.0125	 -0.0022

	

-0.0260	 0.0402

	

-0.0131	 -0.0056

	

-0.0136	 -0.0079

	

0.0009	 -0.0100

	

-0.0053	 -0.0118

	

-0.0312	 -0.0590

	

-0.0038	 -0.0040

	

-0.0096	 -0.0150

	

0.0054	 -0.0269

	

-0.0053	 0.0020

	

0.0192	 0.0045
-0.0254 ' -0.0092

	

-0.0235 *	 0.0103

	

-0.0319 1	 0.0005

	

0.0092	 0.0003

	

0.0018	 0.0126

	

-0.0337	 -0.0486
-0.0073 -0.0551
-0.0291 I -0.0225
-0.0252 ' -0.00041
-0.0276 a -0.0195

	

-0.0058	 -0.0133
-0.0237 '	 0.0014

	

-0.0169	 0.0154

	

-0.0080	 -0.0091

	

-0.0092	 -0.0244

	

-0.0078	 -0.0070

	

-0.0084	 -0.0020

	

-0.0273	 -0.0124

	

-0.0063	 -0.0009
- 0.0050	 -0.0592

	

0.0047	 0.0175
-0.0031 -0.0094
-0.0382 1 -0.0257
-0.0184 * -0.0057

	

-0.0047	 -0.0161

	

0.0010	 -0.0105

	

0.0047	 0.0025

	

-0.0056	 -0.0103
- 0.0763 + -0.0479
-0.0089 0.0006
-0.0169 * -0.0101

	

-0.0105	 0.0010

SUM(APR)
-0.071i +
-0.02li
-0.0705
-0.0004 4

' -0.0469 I
-0.0237
-0.0586 '
-0.0023
-0.0198
-0.0534 +
-0.0153
-0.0206
-0.0110
-0.0247
-0.0276 '
-0.0179
-0.0171

+ -0.1265 4
-0.0143
-0.0373

a -0.0243
-0.0110
-0.0066
-0.0372 a
-0.0476 '
-0.0431
0.0073
0.0113

' -0.0962
4 -0.0825 I
' -0.0636

-0.0287
-0.0653 I
-0.0477
-0.0255
-0.0107
-0.0262

* -0.0252
-0.0096
-0.0274
-0.0428 *
-0.0389

• -0.0783
-0.0234
-0.0292

2 -0.0795 +
-0.0306
-0.0424
-0.0088
-0.0062
-0.0242

I -0.1084 I
-0.0109
-0.0292
-0.0196

-0.0092
-0.0118
-0.0165
-0.0018

0.0087
0.0087

-0.0032
-0.0045
0.0152
0.0096
0.0123

-0.0090
0.0106
0.0107
0.0055
0.0024
0.0062
0.0319
0.0021
0.0066

-0.0053
0.0229
0.0098

-0.0042
-0.0023
-0.0031
0.0048
0.0044
0.0029
0.0064
0.0268
0.0033

-0.0031
0.0065

-0.0035
-0.0033
0.0050

-0.0023
0.0085
0.0050

-0.0064
0.0096

-0.00U

-0.0002
-0.0032
-0.0033
0.0088

-0.0028
-0.0001
-0.0024

0.0043
0.0021
0.0047

-0.0016
-0.0015
0.0092

-0.0045
0.0068

-0.0014
-0.0021
0.0057
0.0544
0.0076

-0.0084
-0.0021
-0.0020
0.0193
0.0011
0.0172

-0.0016
0.0038

-0.0181
-0.0153
-0.0244
-0.0099
0.0437 1
0.0209

-0.0053
-0.0052
0.0218

* 0.0175
0.0101
0.0031
0.0011
0.0029
0.0234 a
0.0058
0.0128

-0.0051
-0.0048
0.0175

-0.0143
0.0040
0.0118
0.0031

-0.0024
0.0244
0.0021
0.0271 1
0.0021

0.0090
0.0107
0:0084
0.0250 '
0.0022
0.0225 2

0.0105
0.0206
0.0228 '

-0.0026
0.0055
0.0139 a

-0.0010
0.0238 '
0.0205 '
0.0163 '
0.0187

-0.0044
0.0016
0.0112
0.0221

-0.0056
0.0038
0.0103
0.0454
0.0166
0.0299
0.0183

-0.0108
0.0239
0.0191
0.0049
0.0108
0.0246
0.0150
0.0113
0.0066
0.0260 *
0.0062
0.0165
0.0111
0.0082

-0.0122
0.0186
0.0068
0.0236 '

-0.0059
0.0149
0.0157
0.0120
0.0124
0.0071
0.0185 2

0.0264
0.0039

0.0136
0.0012

-0.0050
0.0561
0.0408 '
0.0177
0.0008
0.0089
0.0194
0.0046
0.0233
0.0061
0.0013
0.0375 '
0.0280 /
0.0342 '
0.060 '
0.0137
0.0039
0.0145
0.0226
0.0199
0.0369
0.0295
0.0504 1
0.0151
0.0348
0.0128

-0.0393
0.0118
0.0597 a
0.0306
0.0099
0.0223
0.0433 '
0.0555 I
0.0200
0.0260
0.0137
0.0/60
0.0312
0.0189

-0.0017
0.0220
0.0070
0.0348

-0.0106
0.0100
0.0273
0.0120
0.0067
0.0403
0.0178
0.0538 •
0.0040

SUM
MAN

36.5417 + -0.6113	 -0.7620 I -0.5503 * -1.9236 +	 0.1707	 0.2876	 0.6911 *	 1.1494 *

	

0.6280 + -0.0111 ' -0.0139 8 -0.0100 a -0.0s50	 0.0031	 0.0052	 0.0126 ' 0.0209 '



TABLZ 181 PA1AMETER ESTIMATES, NOM-NUCLEAR UTILITIES

COMPANY NAME	 FIRM BETA	 APR28	 APR29	 APR30	 SUMIAPR1	 AUG15	 AUG16	 AU619	 SURIAUG1
Alleghen y Power S y steas	 2 0.5851 + -8.0027	 -0.0019	 0.0131	 0.0085	 -0.0053	 0.0029	 0.0100	 0.0076

Black Rills Corp	6 0.3781 +	 0.0251	 0.0029	 0.0221	 0.0501	 -0.0019	 -0.0013	 0.0050	 0.0017

Central 1 southwest-Co	 9 0.8897	 -4.8109	 -0.0116	 0.0000	 -0.0227	 0.0039	 0.0015	 0.0086	 0.0141

Central Ill PS	 11 0.5922 + -0.0187	 -0.0170	 0.8064	 -9.0313	 -0.8156	 -0.023i '	 0.0044	 -0.0346

CilcorP, Inc.	 14 0.4601 +	 0.0010	 -0.0163	 0.0032	 -0.0120	 -0.0029	 -0.0243	 -0.0127	 -0.0399 '

Cincinnati GlE	 15 0.8438 + -0.0032	 -0.0030	 0.0098	 0.0036	 -0.0120	 -0.0065	 0.0143	 -0.0013
DPL, Inc.	 20 0.6248 • -0.0241 ' 	 0.0103	 -0.0004	 -0.0142	 -0.0208	 -0.0021	 0.0095	 -0.0134

Detroit Edison	 22 0.6314 + -0.0161	 -0.0085	 -0.0172	 -0.0419	 '	 0.0190	 -0.0085	 0.0081	 0.0186

Empire District Elec Co 	 27 0.3552 + -0.0112	 -0.0021	 0.0099	 -0.0036	 0.0084	 -0.0018	 0.0031	 0.0097

Fitchburg Gas and Elec Lt 29 0.1041	 -0.0021	 -0.0008	 -0.0278	 -0.0308	 0.0047	 -0.0088	 0.0053	 0.0012

Hawaiian Electric Inds. .34 0.5173 + -0.0067 	 -0.0086	 0.4040	 0.0193	 -0.0027	 -0.0019	 0.0075	 0.0028

Houston Industries	 35 0.7786 * -0.0105	 -0.0128	 -0.0020	 -0.0253	 -0.0028	 0.0019	 0.0230 '	 0-0221
Idaho Power 1 Light	 37 0.6967 + -0.0026	 0.0061	 0.0125	 0.0160	 -0.0198	 0.0113	 0.0011	 -0.0074
Interstate Power	 39 0.2906 + -0.0069	 -0.0134	 0.0064	 -0.0159	 0.0062	 -0.0100	 0.0121	 0.0083
Iowa Resources	 41 0.6426 + -0.0090	 -0.0071	 0.0108	 -0.0053	 -0.0079	 -0.0118	 0.0147	 -0.0050
IPALCO Ent.	 42 0.6702 +	 0.0001	 -0.0112	 0.0232 '	 0.0120	 -0.0006	 0.0069	 -0.0014	 0.0049

Kentuck y Utilities	 45 0.3756 + -0.0094	 -0.0117	 -0.0188 ' -0.0399	 ' -0.0001	 0.0031	 -0.0291 1 -0.0261
Louisville OE	 47 0.5111 + -0.0096	 -0.0106	 0.0049	 -0.0153	 -0.0026	 0.0041	 D.0120	 0.0135
MDU Res Group	48 0.6149 +- -0.0084	 0.0022	 0.0168	 0.0105	 -0.0026	 -0.0063	 0.0053	 -0.0036
Midwest Energ y Co	 51 0.7092 + 0.0118	 -0.0031	 4.0063	 0.0151	 -0.0032	 0.0028	 0.0055	 0.0051
Minnesota Power	 52 0.4811 + -0.0004	 0.0107	 0.0151	 0.0255	 -0.0183	 -0.8179	 -0.0044	 -0.0406
Montana Power	 53 0.4707 + -0.0022	 -0.0141	 -0.0065	 -0.0228	 -0.0053	 -0.0017	 0,0002	 -0.0068
Nevada Power	 51 0.4812 + -0.0127	 0.0032	 -0.0192	 -0.0287	 -0.0181	 -0.0073	 -0.0002	 -0.0256
Newport Elec Corp	57 0.2114 ' 0.0108	 0.0009	 0.0029	 0.0147	 0.0040	 -0.0184 '	 0.0109	 -0.0035
Northern Ind Pub Svc Co 	 60 0.6696 + -0.0133	 -0.0277	 0.0239	 -0.0172	 -0.0256	 -0.0014	 0.0370 '	 0.0099
Oklahoga Gas 1 Elec Co	 63 0.7996 + -0.0030	 -0.0060	 0.0099	 0.0009	 -0.0032	 0.0081	 0.0145	 0.0193
Orange 1 Rockland Util	 64 0.3454 + -0.0018	 -0.0015	 -0.0182 ' -0.0215 	 -0.0052	 0.0255 '	 0.0196 *	 0.0399 A

Pacificoro	 66 0.5938 + -0.0059	 -0.0097	 0.0031	 -0.0125	 0.0045	 -0.0015	 0.0145	 0.0175
Potomac Elec Pwr Co	 70 0.6075 + 0.0030	 -0.0145	 0.0070	 -0.0035	 0.0105	 0.0112	 0.0112	 0.0328
Public Ser Co Ind Inc	 72 0.7538 + -0.0039	 -0.0055	 0.0014	 -0.0080	 -0.0041	 -0.0126	 0.0097	 -0.0070
Puget Sound	 76 0.6252 + -0.0149	 -0.0193	 -0.0080	 -0.0421	 ' -0.0032	 0.0031	 0.0110	 0.0109
Savannah Elec 1 Pwr	 79 0.6257 + 0.0097	 0.0085	 0.0100	 0.0282	 0.0204	 0.0308	 -0.0003	 0.0509 '

Sierra Pacific Resources 81 0.5419 + -0.0136 	 -0.0071	 -0.0022	 -0.0229	 -0.0075	 0.0126	 0.0098	 0.0148
Southern Indiana GlE	 84 0.3443 + -0.0025	 -0.0167	 -0.0026	 -0.0218	 -0.0025	 0.0038	 0.0055	 0.0067
Southwestern Pub Ser	 85 0.6617 + -0.0026	 0.0014	 0.0033	 0.0021	 -0.0062	 -0.0018	 0.0179 '	 0.0100
TECO Energy	 86 0.5693 + -0.0027	 -0.0108	 0.0096	 -0.0038	 -0.0028	 0.0053	 0.0003	 0.0028
TNP Enterprises	 87 0.3085 1 -0.0079	 -0.0402 8 0.0174	 -0.0308	 -0.0125	 -0.0122	 -0.0057	 -0.0301
Texas Utilities	 88 0.7090 + -0.0019	 -0.0157	 -0.0020	 -0.0197	 0.0014	 0.0094	 0.0087	 0.0196
Tuscon_Gaa 8 Flee	 89 0.5784 + -0.0027	 -0.0096	 0.0074	 -0.0050	 -0.0068	 0.0019	 0.0159	 0.0110
Utah Power 1 Light	 92 0.3527	 -0.0105	 -0.0056	 0.0199	 -0.0043	 0.0198	 0.0061	 0.0007	 0.1266
Washington Wtr Power	 93 0.2677 1 0.0027	 -0.0238	 -0.0132	 -0.0343	 ' 0.0151	 -0.0055	 0.0082	 0.0178

SUM
	

22.2709 + -0.1985 	 -0.3206	 0.1300	 -0.3891	 -0.1064	 -0.0347	 0.2911	 0.1521
MEAN
	

0.5432	 -0.0048	 -0.0078	 0.0032	 -0.0095	 -0.0025	 -0.0008	 0.0071	 0.0037

' StatistiesIly significant a/. .1- Level

I Statistically significant s/..01-4svol

Statistically significant at .001 laval



TABLE 2:	 HYPOTHESIS TESTS

Number of firms rejecting Ho: Effect=0
1. Individual firm tests	 All(n=96)	 Nuclear(n=55)	 Non-nuclear(n=41)

a. accident effects
April 28 = 0 7 6 1
April 29 = 0 20 18 2
April 30 = 0 13 10 3
Total* 31 27 5

Sum(April 28-30)=0

b. report effects

23 19 4

August 15 = 0 2 2 0
August 18 = 0 10 5 5
August 19 = 0 19 14 5
Total* 27 18 9

Sum(August 15-19)=0 14 1 1 3

2.	 Traditional tests:	 tests of Ms,

a. Accident effects

ITir	 = 0

F-statistic Pr.	 ) F

April 28: Nuclear firms 4.940 .026
Non-nuclear firms 0.856 .355

April 29: Nuclear firms 7.625 .006
Non-nuclear firms 2.219 .136

April 30: Nuclear firms 3.912 .048
Non-nuclear firms 0.359 .549

Aggregate effect (April):
Nuclear firms 15.917 .000 1
Non-nuclear firms

b. Report effects

1.071 .301

August 15 : Nuclear firms .3853 .535
Non-nuclear firms .2367 .627

August 18 : Nuclear firms 1.093 .296
Non-nuclear firms .026 .871

August 19 : Nuclear firms 6.310 .012
Non-nuclear firms 1.841 .175

Aggregate effect (August):
Nuclear firms 5.777 .016
Non-nuclear firms .166 .684



3.	 Tests of -equality across firms 7=ntatistic Pr.	 >	 F

a.

b.

61 a -0 	,	 T1 r	 =	 Tr *
for all i,	 a, r

61,	 = 6*,	 all nuclear firms,
•
and 161. = 6' all non-nuclear

a

firms.

1.720

1.659

.0001

.0001

C. I Tir	 = r • ,	 all nuclear firms,

and I Tt r = T' all non-nuclear

firms

1.650 .0001

* Some firms had significant effects on more than one day, so the total
not equal to the sum over the three days as reported here.



TABLE 3:	 REGRESSION RESULTS
Dependent Variable = Market Adjusted Return for April 28

(t-statistics in parentheses)

Independent Variable:

- 30

Dependent Accident Report
Variable EQ.1 Eq.2 Eq.3 Eg.4

Intercept -.008 -.007 -.003 .003
(-2.131) (-2.040) (1.101) (1.130)

Liability -.021 -.030
(-.383) (-.609)

NukMW -.008 .010
(.525) (.734)

NukDum -.021 -.019 -.014 .017
(-2.922) (-3.798) (2.328) (4.048)

NewMW -.054 -.010
(-2.719) (-.597)

NewDum -.012 -.028 .006 .003
(-1.370) (-4.830) (.869) (.630)

R2	(Adjusted) .356 .325 .129 .150

F-Statistic 11.48 23.85 3.82 9.36
(significance) (.0000) (.0000) (.0035) (.0002)
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